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About me

In games industry since 2010

Worked on wide range of AAA & indie games

like Shadow of the Tomb Raider, Subnautica: Below 
Zero, and Assassin’s Creed Freedom Cry– lots of 
things, relating to various IPs, basically









Analysis01.
How do this franchise, its world, 
character, and internal logic work?

Creativity03.
What systems can I use to 
communicate with players, how can I 
make my voice into the voice of the 
IP?

Curiosity02.
Who are the fans of this franchise, 
and what do they connect with about 
it?

Collaboration04.
Who are the people I need to work 
with, who control approvals for this IP? 
What are their needs and 
expectations?

Adaptive Skills for Adaptations

Synthesis - Pulling it all together05.
Understanding the IP and its fans deeply, how can I give those fans the new thing they don’t 
know they want yet, that the IP holder will also be excited about



1- Know your basics

● Budget and scope of project
● Who will make it
● What is the chain of command
● Definition of roles
● Tools and tech resources
● Who approves things and how?



2- Learn the IP



REALLY Learn the IP



3- Know your player

● If it’s an established franchise, it already has fans.
● These fans already have expectations.
● The publisher also wants the game to bring new fans to 

the IP
● You need to satisfy the core expectations of the fans, 

but also make choices that will result in an 
independently satisfying game

● The resulting game probably has to be “classic” and 
“fresh” at the same time.



01. People who had seen the TV series, 
Played games sometimes but didn’t necessarily identify as “gamers”
In it for the experience– ie: interested in character, story and a little action, up for a 
little challenge, but not looking for a punishing skill test

03. Die-hard Invincible fans, who love comics and were going to check out anything 
Invincible no matter what

02. Fans of visual novels who might be aware of the show and willing to give it a try 
because we were doing something a little different but not too different with the genre

Target player definitions
Example from Invincible Presents: Atom Eve

Related: “Audience of one” microtalk, in Game Design for Inclusion Beyond 
Representation, in GDC vault



4-  Your Own Point of View



5- IP Holder - Care and feeding



Trust and Boundaries

Scary but builds trust:

● Sharing WIP and asking for feedback
● Respectfully explaining why you 

disagree
● Admitting what’s difficult and asking 

for help
● Setting and enforcing clear 

boundaries about what you can and 
can’t do/deliver

Feels professional but doesn’t establish 
trust:

● Only wanting to “wow” the client 
or IP holder

● Reflexively saying yes to every 
request

● Hiding when things aren’t going 
well



6- Playtests & QA - 
Know how it lands

Playtest the game with different groups of people, but especially with people who 
correspond to your target market.

It seems obvious, but given time crunches and approvals delays, things can get so 
squeezed that it really feels like there isn’t time. 

You just gotta find the time anyway.



Recap

1- Understand your studio/project setup
2- Learn the IP
3- Know your player
4- Get in touch with your own POV
5- Develop your IP holder relationship
7- Use iterative testing and feedback intel

Powerful knowledge for strong 
adaptations



@EvNarc
evan.narcisse

@
brasslionentertainment.com

https://docs.google.com/presentatio
n/d/1AsVu65jVc40leNK5QUwAsM8
RxIetf5AAz4i98UPMaW8/edit?usp=
sharing



Super
POWERED

Storytelling
!!!!!!!!!



Who
the hell

are YOU?!



We’re Not So 
Different, You and 

I...



I ain’t reading 

all that



You Gotta 

Collaborate!



You Gotta 

Collaborate!



You Gotta 

Collaborate!• Feature at Least One Marvel 
Character. 

• Build Miles’ Attachment to 
Harlem

• Take the Player OUTSIDE of 
Harlem

Sidequest Pitches for Miles Morales



You Gotta 

Collaborate!



You Gotta 

Collaborate!

Harlem neighborhood characters from Marvel's 
Spider-Man: Miles Morales 



You Gotta 

Collaborate!



Purpose Is 
Power!
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Kim Belair - CEO / Writer / Narrative Designer



Spider-Man 2 
Canon + Creativity



What is the CANON?

● Canon is collective "truth" but also a 
cultural understanding.

● In working with canon characters, the 
canon is the foundation of the work, but 
the aim is to be additive, to tell a new 
story.

● The canon gives us foundations, 
expectations and assumptions.

● The canon tells us who Spider-Man is, 
but also leaves space and structure for 
who Spider-Man can be. Which 

Spider-Man is 
Spider-Man?



The Canon of the Game(s)
● Insomniac's Spider-Man has its own canon, 

but draws from existing lore and cultural 
understanding. It is a new Peter and Miles, 
but it is also the same Peter and Miles.

● To do this requires narrative design 
thinking on top of storytelling.  Narrative 
design is about aligning with the player's 
expectations and understanding.

● How do we turn canon expectations into 
wins while also subverting expectations 
to achieve surprise and excitement? They're back, 

baby!



EXAMPLE: The Spider-Men
● Spider-Man (2018) is a successful 

translation of Peter Parker's Spider-Man 

into the gameplay space.

● Miles Morales (2020) brings Miles to 

the fore, and his canon abilities and 

personality undergo a similar 

translation.

● But when we bring the two together for 

Spider-Man 2 (2023), how does the 

canon shape that story? The Spider-Men



Sometimes, the 
canon IS the 
story.

Miles Morales v. The Canon
● As a character, Miles is about change. He is 

about a new kind of Spider-Man. He is 

positioned as a character who deliberately 

"breaks" the canon. 

● A Spider-Man's life is one of sacrifice and 

loss, the cost of heroism: WITH GREAT 
POWER COMES GREAT RESPONSIBILITY. 

● "Rules" create expectations. And if players 
expect it to go a certain way, how do we 
tell stories that surprise?



Miles Morales v. The Canon
● For me, it came down to looking at Peter Parker 

and Miles Morales not just as individual 

"Spider-Mans" but as "Spider-Men". A team. 

● A good team isn't two of the same guy. A good 

team is complementary.  And the story 

Insomniac is telling is about two people from 

different worlds facing the same problem. How 
is Miles different from Peter and how do we 
apply that meaning to story?

● The answer was in the canon. The Harlem 
missions help illustrate that Peter has close 

friends, Miles has community. 
Miles Morales 
(2020)



With Great Power 
comes 

Great Responsibility

PETER PARKER is 
Burdened
Self-isolating
Fearful but accepting of loss

Peter's power weighs heavy: his friends are at risk, and he must protect them. He 
is afraid to love and to lean. 



With Great Responsibility 
comes 

Great Power

MILES MORALES is 
Hopeful

Community-focused
Expectant but fearful of loss

Miles' power isn't just his own: his community is his strength, and he must protect 
it. He is empowered by his ability to love and to lean.. 



When Miles doubts himself, Peter believes.
When Peter loses hope, Miles holds on.

When Peter loses himself, Miles remembers.
When all seems lost, they are stronger together.

Their responsibility to each other gives them great power.
It works because we understand who they are.

And we understand who they are because of who they've been.

AND THAT'S CANON, BABY.



Quick! Kraven's here too.
● Kraven's canon role is to cut through 

Spider-Man's story. He loves to just show 
up and be a single-minded, one-man 
Spider-hunter. But video games mean he 
also needs to be a faction. 

● This was achieved by keeping the shape of 
Kraven's canon role: he cuts into the story, 
he single-mindedly pursues, and we come 
to learn the (spoiler) reason he works with 
others. We don't compromise his 
character, we understand his character's 
compromise.  

● We retain who he is and what he does so 
that despite going from one man to many, 
he feels entirely like himself.    1-v-1 me, Bro.



OKAY THAT'S IT.

● The canon, for storytellers, is a 
source of resonance. It gets to the 
heart of those who know it, and it is 
felt even by those who don't.

● As storytellers contributing to one 
small part of a larger IP or franchise, 
the canon gives you the foundations 
you need to build on and the shape 
you're building in, but it's in building 
off and from the canon that we tell 
great stories-- despite the audience 
knowing "how it always goes". 

Which 
Spider-Man is 
Spider-Man?



Thank you! 
(to you! To GDC! To my co-panelists! And the team @ Insomniac!)

 



Mike Rogers
Senior Creative Director 
of Skybound Franchises

Writer • Narrative Designer • VO Director

 

@merrymikerogers



Constructing Creative 
Publisher Partnerships

(or The Importance of Caring)



Ingesting an IP & Understanding 
Its Parameters



• Devour Everything Possible

Ingesting an IP & Understanding Its Parameters



• Devour Everything Possible
• Passion Makes a Difference, 

Existing or Acquired

Ingesting an IP... and Understanding Its Parameters



• Devour Everything Possible
• Passion Makes a Difference, 

Existing or Acquired
• Work with IP Guides (Lore & 

Brand)

Ingesting an IP... and Understanding Its Parameters



Story Collaboration



• Publishers should be partners, 
not obstacles.

Story Collaboration



• Publishers should be partners, 
not obstacles.

• Publishers should understand 
how to tell a story. Remind them 
of that.

Story Collaboration



• Publishers should be partners, 
not obstacles.

• Publishers should understand 
how to tell a story. Remind them 
of that.

• Let your passion for a property 
feed theirs, and vice versa.

Story Collaboration



• Publishers should be partners, 
not obstacles.

• Publishers should understand 
how to tell a story. Remind them 
of that.

• Let your passion for a property 
feed theirs, and vice versa.

• Discover together what rules can 
be broken.

Story Collaboration



Working with Living 
Creators



• Hooray for living creators!

Working with Living Creators



• Hooray for living creators!
• Fresh properties mean evolving 

rules and worlds.

Working with Living Creators



• Hooray for living creators!
• Fresh properties mean evolving 

rules and worlds.
• Balance what's important to 

different stakeholders.

Working with Living Creators



• Hooray for living creators!
• Fresh properties mean evolving 

rules and worlds.
• Balance what's important to 

different stakeholders.
• Embrace nuance.

Working with Living Creators



Examples





THE WALKING DEAD: LAST MILE





INVINCIBLE: GUARDING THE GLOBE





INVINCIBLE: DOC SEISMIC ATTACKS



• It's all about teamwork.

Closing



• It's all about teamwork.
• Foster creative relationships.
• Develop mutual respect.

Closing



• It's all about teamwork.
• Foster creative relationships.
• Develop mutual respect.
• Expect and encourage 

publishers to meet your level of 
passion for the IP.

Closing



thanks!

Follow me @merrymikerogers

wow!

what a fun gdc talk!



Indie Games and the growing 
multimedia space



Son M.

Co-founder of Perfect Garbage Studios

 Narrative Designer 

Writer for a bunch of comics

Court jester and general horror





What about indie games?





How do you develop games 
with the concept of 
multimedia in mind?



Building a world that translates to other 
forms requires…

● An awareness of the appeal of other types of 
media (in this case, comics)

● An understanding of supplementary content
● An understanding of who the comic is for



Appeal of Comics



Developing indie games with 
comic potential means:

● Considering the importance and space needed for strong 
world building. What are the unique elements in your 
game that won’t be explored too deeply in gameplay? Can 
that be supplementary material? Can that be a comic?

● What are your character arcs? Are there further things to 
flesh out? Beloved side characters to explore?

● As you’re building your next project, could a comic help 
transition between the two games?



 Why even make comics?





Pitching 
comics



Publishers



Reach out!
@bogboogie

t33thing@gmail.com


